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When a horrifying attack leaves one of the four members of the Women's Murder Club struggling for

her life, the others fight to keep a madman behind bars before anyone else is hurt. And Lindsay

Boxer and her new partner in the San Francisco police department run flat-out to stop a series of

kidnappings that has electrified the city: children are being plucked off the streets together with their

nannies-- but the kidnappers aren't demanding ransom. Amid uncertainty and rising panic, Lindsay

juggles the possibility of a new love with an unsolvable investigation, and the knowledge that one

member of the club could be on the brink of death. And just when everything appears momentarily

under control, the case takes a terrifying turn, putting an entire city in lethal danger. Lindsay must

make a choice she never dreamed she'd face--with no certainty that either outcome has more than

a prayer of success.
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I'd have to agree that this installment of the Women's Murder Club was very disappointing. I love

JP, but I'm not really a WMC fan. I really do not like Boxer at all. The ME is terrific though - she

should get her own series. But this sixth installment is terribly bland, boring, and scattered.It started

out with a bang (literally!), but died 10 pages later. And was never resurrected. Especially there was

no "club". The other girls were more or less a sideline and had no real part. It was really boring.

I have my doubts. . . Did James Patterson really write this or did Maxine Paetro? James Patterson



writes page turning thrillers that keep you hanging onto the edge of your chair. This book is more of

a sad romance with little action and mixed plot lines. James Patterson is capable of much better.

The Women's Murder Club doesn't even solve anything in this would-be whodunnit. If your looking

for a good read, don't look here.

This book reads as if it were writtem by a committee of people who have never met. There are three

crime story lines going on at once and one about the lack of romance. To tell you the truth, I didn't

care what would happen in anyone on the "plots", and all I am doing now is wondering why I wasted

my time reading this book at all. Thank God I did not pay for it.There are so many good books out

there. Don't waste your time on this one.

I have read each and every word that James Patterson has ever published or colloborated on.While

the book reads fast and engagingly, I was left with the basic question - WHAT WAS THE POINT OF

ALL THIS????It's Woman's Murder Club, and there are three different sets of murders, but these

women never collaborate on their solutions. What a club.The different murders have nothing to do

with one another - the only time they intersect is by coincidence or in conversation.I was left with a

clear sense that Patterson/Paetro had three small stories, none of which they felt they could grow

into a gripping tale.

I have purchased and read all of this series and I must say this one is a real disappointment. The

book comes across as something he wrote ten minutes before the publishing date. The plot line was

very thin at best, no drama, character development, real mystery. I expected more for $24. I won't

buy another in this series. I've been sad with the last few books in the Alex Cross series, the thrill is

gone!

Not worth your time. I have read every book he has written and it seems they are more and more

predictable. I keep hoping he will write something more exciting, or mind boggling, but no such luck.

Read it you have nothing else to read.

This book just didn't get it done for me. It's obvious which chapters Patterson wrote and which the

co-author wrote. The plot was good but he failed to build enough suspense to make the book

interesting. Patterson's latest books just aren't up the his former standards. Alex Cross stories are

some of the best mystery novels I've read but of late it seems that Patterson is more interested in



getting a book published every 3 months than he is in writing quality suspense novels. Too bad. I'll

take quality over quantity any day. Bring on Koontz, Coban and Stanford.

I have read most of James Patterson's books, and all of the Women's Murder Club series and I can

honestly say that this book was disappointing for me. While Patterson stayed true to his characters,

he did too much with the plot. Most of the main events in the book had nothing to do with each other

making the storyline very choppy and almost annoying at times. Not a horrible book, though not

worthy of a thumbs up either.
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